In order to better manage part/material obsolescence, the supplier for this procurement shall inform ATK of any issues affecting current or future supply of the product/s as soon as practical. Additionally, ATK may elect to contact the supplier periodically to establish status of obsolescence issues. The supplier must support these activities by providing contacts within their organization that are knowledgeable of the particular product/s being provided and any issues affecting its availability. Part/material supplier shall complete the attached Survey Form for Obsolete Parts and Materials.
Survey Form

for

Obsolete Parts and Materials

Company Name: ________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Company Contact Person for Obsolete Materials Surveillance: ________________

Phone Number for Contact Person: ____________________________

ATK Purchase Order Number: ________________________________

Part/Spec./Item Numbers for Part/s or Material/s covered under this Purchase Order:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Describe all obsolescence issues affecting the current/future manufacture/availability of the above parts/materials (write “None” if applicable). Please indicate the timing of each issue:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Describe alternatives to address the issues indicated above (write “None” if applicable):

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________